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On behalf of the Board of the Real Estate Institute of Australia (REIA), I am delighted to

present REIA’s Getting Real: Policy priorities for Australia’s real estate agents and agencies.

The Australian real estate industry is highly local by nature – that’s how we do good business.

What we often don’t describe ourselves as is a truly national industry and a major contributor

to Australia’s economy.

Agents and agencies employ 130,000 Australians across principles, sales agents, property

managers, business managers, brokers and operational staff.

Our combined or indirect workforce is estimated to be a massive 1 in 4 Australian jobs like

those in finance, construction and crucial roles to real estate like tradespeople.

We are over 40,000 small businesses with a presence in all 151 Federal Electorates that work

across all our markets from our unique regionalised centres like Canberra and Darwin

through to the world cities of Sydney and Melbourne.

There is no aspect of the Australian economy that real estate doesn’t underpin; and

Australians– as we know – are in love with the family home. Over 75% of Aussies believe

homeownership is part of the Australian way of life.

COVID-19 was a black swan that has impacted our lives in ways we don’t even know yet.

Getting Real articulates what we understand of these trends from changing expectations of

consumers through to escaping the cities; and how we can begin to start forming valuable

market led policies to rise to these challenges. 

We know we are well positioned to do so. REIA was formed in 1924 and we have had a proud

history of delivering for Australian real estate agents as your voice in Canberra.

Getting Real was a long-standing objective and the result of months of hard work and input

from our State & Territories Institutes that was slightly delayed by COVID-19, which we

believe will drive market activity and benefit all practitioners of real estate across the country.

It’s time to get real about real estate policy.

ADRIAN KELLY
PRESIDENT

President's message
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It’s time to get real about real estate policy.
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The role of real estate in our 

Australian economy

46,793

5 Years

130,000

$49 billion

99%

$360 billion

6.9 million

13% GDP

There are 46,793 real estate agencies

in Australia.

In the past 5 years agents have facilitated on

average around 500,000 sales each year.

Agencies employ 130,000 Australians across

principles, sales agents, property managers

and other business and operational support.

There are 2.7 million rental properties in

Australia with around 80% of properties

managed by agents collecting $49 billion

each year in rent.

99% of real estate agencies are small

businesses.

Sales amount to nearly $360 billion per

annum as at June 2020.

Agents help 6.9 million Australians into new

homes and rentals each year.

Real estate and property activity combined

amounts to 13pc of GDP; and a combined

workforce of 1 in 4 Australian jobs.
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The role of Australian real estate agents 

 & property managers

Sales agents & property managers assist +96% of the housing spectrum

Balance of the housing spectrum

27%

0.5%

Australians in Private Rental
Property manager

Sales agent

Sales agent

Note to reader

Tenant | Investor

Buyer | Seller

Buyer | Seller

This area falls outside of

our expertise as real estate

practitioners. However,

REIA supports investment

to address homelessness

and social and affordable

housing through a national

plan for housing: A home

for all Australians. 

Australians are homeless

15%

3%

Australians as first home buyers

Australians in social &
affordable rentals

Australians are homeowners67%
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Who are we

REIA is the national voice for Australian real estate agents and agencies.  

Established in 1924, REIA is a federated body of State & Territory Real Estate Institutes

representing 85% of Australian real estate agencies.

REIA is committed to being a strong advocate for our sector in Canberra to protect and

promote private property markets to Federal Government, Opposition and critical

government agencies like the Treasury and the Reserve Bank. 

REIA is dedicated to growing trust in the real estate agent profession, property markets that

are fair for Australian families and prosperous and innovative real estate agencies. 
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Why Getting Real is important to you

Plan for big picture strategic issues to secure you 

a profitable future.

It’s been a busy time for real estate agents and agencies, and COVID-19

has not slowed us down.

Getting Real defines the core policy issues that help you succeed in your

business and were specifically selected to:

Drive real estate listings over the short and long term.

Defend against draconian regulation and compliance.

Support confidence and trust in real estate agents

and markets.

Attack immediate reputational or economic threats.
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Why Getting Real is needed

Why Getting Real is needed

Getting Real is our action plan to address issues to advance and promote private property

markets as Australia’s economy withstands the sustained impact of the COVID-19

pandemic. 

Every week, REIA advocates on your behalf to politicians and decision makers. Getting Real

sets the agenda for real estate in Canberra, drives reform and shapes funding opportunities

in Federal Election. 

It ensures real estate agencies are at the heart of national decision making, so you can focus

on what you do best: Help Australian into homes.
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How Getting

Real got here

NOV 2020 - JAN 2021

Policy Audit of REIA historical policy

MAY - JUN 2021

Draft Policy Report to Institutes

Written feedback from members

DEC 2020

Getting Real methodology approved

9 JUN 2021

Strategic Policy Forum, Darwin

FEB - MAR 2021

1:1 Interviews with Institutes

JUL 2021

Getting Real: The Final Report from the 

Policy Forum

MAR 2021

Getting Real Interim report, Adelaide

JUL 2021 ONWARDS

Implementation commences

OCT 2021 

Launch!

MAR - MAY 2021

Real Estate Mega-trends report released

Detailed domestic & international policy

research 

Getting Real is REIA’s first-ever strategic policy

agenda and is the culmination of State & Territory

Institute-led consultation, research and a hybrid

Getting Real Forum held in Darwin in June 2021. 
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Real estate megatrends

Consumer Centric
Transparency

Sustainable + Green
Credentials

Building Health

Rising Wealth

Inequality

Decarbonisation +
Climate Adaptation

Escaping the Cities

Generational

Expectations

Work / Life
Fluidity

Migration

Based on industry evidence and feedback, key influences or ‘megatrends’ were identified as

critical to shaping the current and future Australian real estate market. 
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Six priorities

REIA identified six key policy priorities with the aim of building trust in the 

industry, generating greater listing potential and ensuring sustainable profits for 

real estate businesses. 
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01. Ensuring supply of

Australian real estate.

03. Fair taxation agenda for

homeowners.

05. Sustainable real estate.

02. First home buyers,

investors, rightsizers &

lending.

04. Real estate for 

Australian cities & regions.

06. Bringing it all together

to ensure successful real

estate agencies.
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Reducing the cost of the development

application process. 

Rezoning reform.

Improving approval times for development

applications.

Land release programs.

Establishment of a government led mechanism

for reliable data on housing demand and

supply.

Supply is a key way to improve housing

affordability for all and this should be addressed

through a national housing plan that involves:

 

At a glance

Ensuring supply

of Australian 

real estate

01

12

REIA estimates the housing shortfall pre

COVID-19 sat at 150,000 .

Budget 2021 estimates that net international

migration will increase to 235,000 in 2024-25. 

There is no government planning process to

manage this supply shortfall.

Current state of play
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The Council of Federal Financial Relations

(CFFR) establish a Housing or Property

Ministers Forum to develop an evidence-based

and holistic A Home for all Australians plan.

Develop targets and benchmark progress

annually to establish answers for: 

What should the housing stock supply

targets be? And what is annual progress

towards meeting them? 

What should our land release targets be?

And what is annual progress towards

meeting them? 

What should our national planning reform

targets be? And what is annual progress

towards meeting them? 

Collaboration between relevant government

organisations to ensure housing supply

planning is underway to meet expected

international and interstate immigration levels

when international borders reopen. 

Federal Government to create a regulatory

index for housing to benchmark the best

performing state and territory governments.

Investment in the social and affordable housing

sector to meet demand required in the 3% of

the population who require access to these

options. 

Alongside regular industry engagement, both the

state and federal governments should be held

accountable for this plan, which should be tied to

Budget processes.

REIA recommends :

Until then, REIA supports the following measures:

Moving forward

A long-term collaborative industry and

government plan for housing is needed: 

A Home for all Australians strategy. 
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First home buyers, investors, 

rightsizers & lending

02
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Government policy:

COVID-19 highlighted the critical

role policy interventions can play

with 17 new first home buyer

stimulus, including Homebuilder. 

Interest rates: 

The RBA has committed to a low

interest rate environment until

2023-2024. 

Lending:

Lending achieved record levels over

2020, easing in 2021. The Bank of

Mum and Dad is Australia’s fifth

biggest home lender providing up

to $92 billion in intergenerational

loans. 

Population: 

Net international migration is

forecasted to return to 235,00 in

2024-2025.

Supply: 

Supply has been limited in both

regions and cities with listings at a

historical low.

Market entry: 

The main barrier to market entry

for first home buyers is saving a

sufficient deposit required to enter

the market.

15

Moving forward

Long term support and expansion of the First

Home Loan Deposit Scheme (FHLDS).

Continued expansion of the First Home Super

Save Scheme (FHSSS).

Interest rates being tax deductible for the first

five years of a first home buyer’s loan.

Education on finance in schools and

universities.

Free financial advice for under 30s.

Opposes of any form of rent control

Encourages exploration of additional

rightsizers superannuation kick-backs and

other incentives.

Preservation of tax benefits for home

ownership and real estate investment including

maintaining the current negative gearing and

capital gains tax.

The introduction of a First Home Super Saver

style scheme to support bank of Mum and Dad

lenders.

Exploration of housing affordability indicators

to gain more relevant and holistic insights.

First home buyers 

Key support measures to assist first home buyers

achieve their home ownership dream include:

Investors & right sizers 

Many housing markets across Australia have seen

a wind back from investors and reducing private

rental stock. To encourage turnover and to protect

private rental stock, REIA:

Lending 

REIA further supports:

Current state of play

Housing affordability has remained a flashpoint

media and political issue in 2021 as record

property prices have been recorded Australia-

wide, and rental markets remain tight. Declining

housing affordability threatens Australian values. 

At a glance

The major factors impacting affordability in

2021 are:
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The REIA has long advocated for the abolition of

stamp duty to be replaced by a fairer and more

equitable broad-based tax. 

Research indicates a clear increase in housing (and

commercial) stock turnover with projected listing

increases ranging from 5-40%. 

The national average of stamp duty as a percent of

property value is now a significant 4% of the whole

value of a home. However, wholesale reform by

States and Territories has been resisted by many

state governments with stamp or transfer duties

fluctuating from 24% - 50% of State based

revenues. 

The New South Wales Government 2020 ambition

to phase out stamp duty is most welcomed but yet

to come to fruition with many other jurisdictions

‘watching on’ to see how this reform will play out. 

Stamp duty reform where replaced with equally

punishing land taxes creates indirect consequences

such as limiting attracting investor interest to the

market to supply private rentals as has been the

ongoing experience in the Australian Capital

Territory. 

At a glance

Current state of play

Fair taxation

agenda for

homeowners

03
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Are a major barrier to market entry and turnover.

Are a significant obstacle to supply and

affordability.

Act as a disincentive to both buyers' and sellers,

exacerbated in the current market conditions.

REIA, together with our member Institutes, seeks to

remove stamp and transfer duties on homes and

investment properties. This tax is one of the single

biggest deterrents to both housing supply and

affordability and: 

Moving forward

17

REIA, TOGETHER WITH OUR

INSTITUTES, WILL ARGUE THE

CASE TO CONSUMERS, STATE

AND TERRITORY

GOVERNMENTS AND THE

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO 

‘AXE THE TAX.’

It is time to mount the case and start a

conversation in earnest with Federal and

State Governments. 
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To date, there has been a lack of coordinated

practitioner - led policy around cities and regional

markets. However the pandemic has amplified

trends of flexibility and regionalisation. 

In response to this and based on feedback from

Institutes, REIA seeks to fill this policy gap to plan

for the future development of these markets.

Limited property supply, especially houses. 

Inadequate infrastructure.

Surging housing costs.

Locals being outcompeted for rent in a limited

supply market.

COVID-19 has dramatically propelled the ‘Escape

from the Cities’ and ‘Work-life Fluidity’ trends that

have been building in recent years. 

Now more than ever Australians are looking to

slow down life and create more balance with

flexible work arrangements catering to regional

lifestyles as more time is spent at home. 

Finding these preferred homes at affordable prices

or desirable lifestyle locations have been driving

people away from cities. However, ‘Escaping the

Cities’ has led to a range of unintended

consequences that require policy support:

At a glance

Current state of play

Real estate for
Australian cities
& regions

04
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These trends have changed the

housing market and highlighted the

need for supply of high-quality

properties and social infrastructure to

support them.
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Advancing the jobs and economic development

agenda

Advancing soft and hard infrastructure

Improving health facilities

Improving access to education and

communication

The inclusion of a specific approach to

expansion of the private housing market in the

regions 

Audit existing regional relocation incentives

and see if any more are required in line with

demand projects 

Regional

REIA supports the Government's program, Regions

2030. In particular, this includes:

The economic and social recovery of cities

from the pandemic

Better integration of long-term transport,

infrastructure and land-use planning

Enhancing the role of the Federal Government

in cities policy planning

Reimagining the shape and function of our

cities to drive both sustainability and

productivity

City resilience, enabling our communities and

institutions to adapt and thrive in the face of

systemic shocks

Cities 

With future investment opportunities in mind, REIA

supports:

To holistically improve our cities, REIA supports

key micro-economic activities to boost cities post

COVID-19. As part of the plan to bring life and

people back into vibrant cities, REIA supports the

government’s Smart Cities Plan for metropolitan

and regional cities as well as increasing multi-

government City Deals. 

With a particular focus on investment, policy and

technology REIA will contribute and collaborate

with relevant government organisations and

industry initiatives to make Australia’s capital and

major cities more liveable, more resilient and more

productive.

Moving forward

To meet and plan for 2060 demand

projections, REIA supports the

continued roll out of regional deals

and the inclusion of regional-

specific metrics in the national

housing supply strategy.
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Moving forward73% of global consumers say they would

definitely or probably change their

consumption habits to reduce their impact on

the environment.

The number of Australians that consider the

environment when shopping has been

relatively stable over several years, 84% in

2019.

On the back of this, homebuyers have

indicated they will pay more for sustainable

features like energy-efficient appliances,

windows, alongside features that ensure better

air quality.

There remains a big opportunity for real estate to

be the leader on the convergence of energy and

property.

Consumer preferences for sustainability and

consideration for the environment is influential:

As Gen Y and Z enter the housing market, it is

expected that transparency of green credentials

will be at the forefront of the buying behaviours.

Giving consumers the tools and incentives not

rules to determine their own preferences.

Mitigating insurance costs for homeowners,

tenants and investors.

The need to better understand the implications

of how severe weather events will impact

Australian housing stock and specific regions at

threat.

Rewarding customers and markets to increase

resilience and preparedness through a

resilience-driven Homebuilder Scheme.

To enhance sustainability in the industry, REIA

supports:

Global influences will continue to drive

sustainability locally. The industry can expect to

see action in the following three areas:

Decarbonisation and 

climate action 

The Australian economy is likely to

up the ante on decarbonisation to

meet domestic expectation and

international commitments, leading

to wider adoption of decarbonisation

technology.

Sustainability and green

credentials

There will be more demand for

energy-efficient and low

environmental impact homes.

Building health

There will be a greater consideration

on the wellbeing of residents/ users,

as well as the impact of the built

environment on the natural world.

Sustainability and its impact on Australian homes

and the housing market continues to be an area of

interest for the industry and consumers. 

To improve sustainability, the real estate industry

needs to consider the supply of materials,

insurance competition and natural disaster

resilience as well as adapt to consumer

preferences in this space.

REIA has a number of existing policies in place

around sustainability. However, it will continue to

review and build on its Sustainable Real Estate

policy, with a holistic ‘profit, people, planet’

agenda in mind, seeing opportunities for wins for

consumers, agents and Australian society more

broadly.

Current state of play

At a glance
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Bringing it all

together to ensure

successful real 

estate agencies

A more consistent balance to the tenant-

inventor pendulum in state-based policy

decisions.

Opportunities to leverage greater government

investment in skills and training. 

The need to use prop-tech as a tool to

enhance service delivery to agents. 

The REIA is dedicated to supporting agencies

achieve their business goals and thrive from client

engagement, business development, marketing,

licensing, training, on the job compliance and

compulsory professional development.

Collaborations with state and industry bodies

identified various national issues that would better

enhance the operating environment for agencies: 

At a glance
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Houses remain in much greater demand than

apartments, impacting sales and rentals.

Rent rolls have reduced across all property

types, state and territories.

A need for greater awareness and consumer

education in marketing to strengthen

professionalism.

Commercial agents remain challenged as we

navigate through COVID-19.

Agents should be better equipped to interpret

data and apply law on behalf of the investor. 

Legislation and government process around

technology is not keeping pace with

development.

Current state of play

Trusted real estate agents | Fair real estate markets | Prosperous real estate businesses

Like all business sectors, agencies

must respond to higher consumer

expectations and the increase of

digital technologies. It was also

widely recognised that the agency

industry is currently undergoing an

intergenerational handover and

transfer of knowledge where

agencies need more support.



Oppose any additional regulation placing

unnecessary burden on real estate agents and

agencies.

Investigate opportunities to make real estate

agencies more efficient through regtech.

Support the creation of a better regulatory

environment to facilitate more transactions.

Work with governments to include investors

and homeowners as consumers not just the

tenants.

There is an urgent need for coordinated national

action to defend against unnecessary compliance

and regulation. REIA will: 

A single rule book: Developing single, best

practise and national industry standards

supported by legislation. 

Tailored training funding: Development and

advocacy of a boutique training funding concept

specific to real estate to implement national

curriculum reform.

A consumer focus: REIA to develop an

overarching reputational strategy to grow trust

in our sector, underpinned by our national

industry excellence programs.

Critical workforce shortage: Urgently develop

an action plan to deal with the shortage of

property managers. 

Attraction of new people to real estate: Develop

a prospectus and campaign to promote

property management as an attractive and long

term career path.

Best practises of our people and our real estate

businesses are at the core of Institute mandates,

and to advance this REIA supports: 
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Moving forward Exploring prop-tech

Identify relevant initiatives for agencies and

institutes, including potential funding sources

through the Federal Government’s $1.2 billion

Digital Economy Strategy.

Explore opportunities for the use of AI and

blockchain technologies in Australian real

estate.

Develop a Code of Conduct for agencies

around the use of data in tech  

Support member-led proptech events and

innovations that assist in giving agencies the

tools to succeed. 

Regulation and reg-tech  

People, training and skills 

With Prop-tech funding and

developments rapidly accelerating

since COVID-19, REIA will secure

agents role in the trust economy

through: 
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GE T T I NG  R E A L
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Time to get
Real about Real

Estate Policy


